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We report the experimental study of the temperature dependence of the longitudinal spin relaxation time
T1 of single nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers hosted in nanodiamonds. To determine the relaxation mechanisms
at stake, measurements of the T1 relaxation time are performed for a set of individual NV centers both at
room and cryogenic temperatures. The results are consistant with a temperature-dependent relaxation process,
which is attributed to a thermally activated magnetic noise produced by paramagnetic impurities lying on the
nanodiamond surface. These results confirm the existence of surface-induced spin relaxation processes occurring
in nanodiamonds, which are relevant for future developments of sensitive nanoscale NV-based quantum sensors.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The development of the nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center in
diamond as a quantum sensor has triggered numerous applica-
tions, from imaging magnetism at the nanoscale [1] to nuclear
magnetic resonance on small spin ensembles and proteins
[2–4]. In that context, spin relaxation times of these quantum
sensors play a central role. Besides setting an intrinsic limit to
the sensor sensitivity, variations of the spin relaxation prop-
erties can also be exploited for noise sensing at the nanoscale
[5]. For instance, measurements of the longitudinal spin relax-
ation time T1 can be used for studying conduction in metals
[6,7], noise spectroscopy in two-dimensional systems [8] and
magnetic resonance [9–12].

Identifying and understanding the parameters impacting
the T1 relaxation time is, therefore, essential for NV-based
sensing technologies. For NV centers isolated in bulk di-
amond, phononic induced spin-lattice relaxation has been
highlighted as the dominant process that limits the value of
T1 at room temperature [13–15]. At the same time, cross
relaxation due to the coupling with ancillary spins species
[13,16], as well as the influence of electric and magnetic
field noises [13,17,18], also need to be taken into account.
Conversely, NV centers close to a diamond surface, i.e., both
in nanodiamonds and shallow in bulk, have T1 times that are
orders of magnitude shorter than those measured in bulk, thus
introducing a stringent limit to their application for quantum
sensing. Hence, numerous recent studies have addressed the
physical mechanisms at the origin of the short T1 time ob-
served for NV centers under these conditions [18–23].

In the case of NV centers in nanodiamonds, it has been
shown that the T1 time strongly depends on the size of the
host nanodiamond [17]. These results highlighted the impact
of surface-related noise on the relaxation time, which has
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been attributed to magnetic fluctuations induced by dipolar
coupling between paramagnetic impurities lying on the nan-
odiamond surface. Since such dipolar interaction is expected
to be temperature independent, experiments performed at
cryogenic temperature should not yield an improvement of the
T1 time of NV centers in nanodiamonds, conversely to what is
observed for NV centers in a bulk diamond [13–15]. To verify
this hypothesis, we investigate the effect of temperature on
the T1 relaxation time of single NV centers hosted in nanodi-
amonds. More precisely, we focus on the impact of magnetic
field noise by addressing specifically the relaxation between
the ms = 0 state and ms = ±1 states. This work provides in-
sights on surface-induced spin relaxation processes occurring
in nanodiamonds, which are relevant for future developments
of sensitive nanoscale NV-based quantum sensors [24–26].

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To investigate the T1 time of single NV centers, a solu-
tion of electron-irradiated type-Ib diamond nanocrystals [26]
(50-nm average size) was spin-coated on a quartz coverslip.
To ensure the reproducibility of the experiment, a golden grid
was patterned on the coverslip prior to the deposition of the
nanodiamonds, allowing the identification of each nanodia-
mond location [Fig. 1(a)]. The NV center optical properties
are addressed using a customized confocal microscope. A
Hanbury Brown and Twiss interferometer is used to record the
statistics of photon correlations and unambiguously identify
nanodiamonds hosting a single NV defect [upper inset of
Fig. 1(a)]. Only such nanodiamonds are used in the present
study to avoid ensemble averaging effects [17].

For an identified single NV center in a given nanodia-
mond, we measure the relaxation rate �1 = 1/T1 between
the ms = 0 and ms = ±1 spin sublevels [Fig. 1(b)]. As a
consequence, we address specifically the relaxation of sin-
gle quantum transitions, i.e., between states of �ms = ±1,
which is primarily due to magnetic field noise [18]. Using
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FIG. 1. (a) Experimental apparatus. A scanning confocal micro-
scope is used to identify single NV centers in nanodiamonds that
are deposited on a quartz coverslip patterned with a golden grid. A
typical photoluminescence raster scan of the sample is shown in the
lower inset, where the red circle indicate a single NV center. The
unicity of the emitter is verified by measuring the second-order cor-
relation function g(2)(τ ). As shown in the upper inset, g(2)(0) < 0.5 is
the signature of a single quantum emitter. (b) Simplified energy-level
structure of the NV defect. (c) Typical T1 time measurement at room
temperature. The solid line is an exponential fit, which yields T RT

1 =
82.6 ± 6.6 μs. The inset presents the experimental pulse sequence.

a continuous wave 532-nm laser excitation, then chopped in
pulses using an acousto-optic modulator, the measurement
is performed with the pulse sequence shown in the inset of
Fig. 1(c). The NV center is initially polarized into the ms = 0
state by an optical pulse of 3 μs duration. Using a second
optical pulse, the spin state is then read out, after a variable
dark time of duration τ , causing the system to decay into a
mixture of ms = 0,+1 and −1 spin sublevels. The collected
photoluminescence signal as a function of the parameter τ

exhibits an exponential decay with a characteristic time cor-
responding to the relaxation time T1 [17]. Note that all the
experiments presented in the following are done without any
bias magnetic field. A typical experiment done at 298 K
for a single NV defect hosted in a nanodiamond of 10 nm
size is shown in Fig. 1(c) (red circles). An exponential fit
leads to the value T RT

1 = 82.7 ± 6.6 μs, at room tempera-
ture. This result is in agreement with expected values for NV
centers in nanodiamonds [17,24], and is orders of magnitude
smaller than the typical value measured for NV centers in
bulk diamond. To record the temperature dependence of the
T1 time, the experimental apparatus is inserted in a cryostat

FIG. 2. (a) Spin relaxation rate measurements for the same single
NV center at room (298 K, red) and cryogenic temperature (4 K,
blue). The solid lines are exponential fits that yield T RT

1 = 82.6 ±
6.6 μs and T LT

1 = 137 ± 37 μs. (b) Spin relaxation rate �1 = 1/T1 at
cryogenic temperature (4 K) as a function of the measured relaxation
rate at room temperature (298 K) for the same point defect, measure-
ment done on a set of 31 NV centers in distinct nanodiamonds. The
correlation between the two parameters is plotted in a log-log scale.
The error bars are extracted from the relaxation rate fit uncertainties.
The red point corresponds to the NV center, where the behavior
is reported in Fig. 3. A linear fit (solid black line) gives the ratio
�LT

1 /�RT
1 = 0.41 ± 0.1, from which we extract an average activation

temperature of 3.8 ± 1.1 K, following the model developed in the
main text.

(Attocube) designed to reach cryogenic temperature, using
helium as an exchange gas at a pressure of about 50 mbar.
The patterned grid is used to measure the T1 time on the same
NV center previously studied at room temperature. Measure-
ments performed for the same NV defect at 298 and 4 K are
shown in Fig. 2(a). At low temperature, we observe that the T1

relaxation time increases to 137 ± 37 μs, significally above
the error bars. The difference between the measurements per-
formed at room and liquid-helium temperatures thus reveals
the existence of thermally activated mechanisms on the NV
spin relaxation rate.

To confirm this effect, we then measure the variation of
the T1 time with temperature for a set of about 30 individual
NV centers. Figure 2(b) shows the relaxation rate �LT

1 of the
NV centers at low temperature as a function of the relaxation
rate �RT

1 at room temperature. First, we note that the room-
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temperature relaxation rate �RT
1 spreads over more than two

orders of magnitude. This is due to the size distribution of
the nanodiamonds, which are measured from ≈10 to 70 nm
using an atomic force microscope. Besides, these size mea-
surements for the whole set of studied nanodiamonds allow
us to confirm the findings of Ref. [17] (data not shown): the
relaxation rate �1 is correlated to the nanodiamond size, the
shortest rates being observed for the larger nanodiamonds.
This effect can simply be explained by the fact that the
nanodiamond size impacts the distance of the NV center to
the surface, and, consequently, the strength of surface-related
magnetic noise. Second, while decreasing the temperature,
we observe a decrease of �1 for most of the nanodiamonds,
regardless of their size. To get a trend of this effect, we use a
linear fit [solid black line in Fig. 2(b)] and estimate the average
ratio �LT

1 /�RT
1 = 0.41 ± 0.1. Since this ratio is smaller than

unity, these measurements give evidence for the existence
of temperature-dependent relaxation processes that cannot be
neglected. Finally, we also observe that the increase of the
T1 time seen by cooling the nanodiamonds is very moderate
compared to the one observed in bulk diamond, where relax-
ation times increase from ms to tens of seconds by reaching
cryogenic temperature [15]. Similar increases have also been
observed for shallow NV centers located at a distance smaller
than 10 nm from the crystal surface [19,21]. These values are
far greater than those measured for NV centers in nanodia-
monds, such as the ones shown in Fig. 2(b).

To model the temperature dependence of the T1 time, we
assume that the decay between the population of the spin
sublevels ms = 0 and ms = ±1 is still induced by magnetic
noise generated by paramagnetic impurities on the surface of
the nanodiamond. We model this noise as a random magnetic
field, which is created by an ensemble of fluctuating spins with
a Lorentzian spectral density. We then introduce the correla-
tion time τc, which corresponds, in the case of magnetic noise
generated by a spin bath, to the typical reversal time of the
spins [17,19,21]. The relaxation rate of the NV center, at its
electron spin resonance frequency ω0/(2π ) ≈ 2.87 GHz, then
reads [17,19,21]

�1 = 1

T1
= �

τ−1
c

τ−2
c + ω2

0

, (1)

where � represents the strength of the interaction between the
spin bath and the NV center. This parameter is proportional
to the magnetic noise at the NV center location, which dras-
tically depends on the NV position inside the nanodiamond
[17]. We then consider two contributions in the parameter τc: a
dipolar component, associated with a fluctuation rate Rdip, due
to intrabath coupling between fluctuating magnetic dipoles,
and a temperature-dependent component, associated with a
fluctuation rate RT . We can thus write τ−1

c = RT + Rdip, where
the dipolar component Rdip is temperature-independent.

To investigate the relative contribution of these two com-
ponents, we then studied the T1 relaxation time of a typical
NV center in a nanodiamond as a function of the temperature
T . To this end, we used a resistive heater placed below the
sample holder [Fig. 1(a)] to control the sample temperature
between 4 and ∼50 K. Figure 3 shows the measured relaxation
rate �1 as a function of the temperature. We do not observe a

FIG. 3. Relaxation rate of a single NV center in a 20-nm nan-
odiamond as a function of the temperature, plotted in log-log scale.
The solid black line represents a fit following Eq. (3), the data being
weighted by their uncertainties. We extract an activation tempera-
ture of Ta = 6.0 ± 1.2 K and a high temperature relaxation rate of
�∞ = (17 ± 2) · 103 s−1.

saturation of the �1 relaxation rate at the lowest temperature
that can be reached using our cryogenic setup. This behavior
indicates that, even at 4 K, relaxation is still dominated by
a temperature-dependent process. We thus conclude that the
magnetic noise component induced by the intrabath coupling
between fluctuating magnetic dipoles on the diamond surface
is negligible for the whole range of investigated temperatures.
As a result, we rewrite the correlation time as τ−1

c ≈ RT . In
addition, given the saturation of the relaxation rate at high
temperature (Fig. 3), we postulate a simple model of a ther-
mally activated fluctuation rate corresponding to RT (T ) =
R∞ exp (−Ta/T ), with Ta the activation temperature of the
process, and R∞ the fluctuation rate at high temperature. This
model thus leads to

�1 = 1

T1
≈ �

R∞e−Ta/T

(R∞e−Ta/T )2 + ω2
0

. (2)

This equation is then used to fit the data shown in Fig. 3.
By evaluating the convergence of the fit, we observe that R∞
and � are strongly correlated and cannot be determined inde-
pendently. However, R∞ is required to be at least one order
of magnitude smaller than ω0. As a result, we can assume, for
the whole range of temperatures studied, that the relaxation
rate can be written as

�1 ≈ �∞e−Ta/T , (3)

where �∞ = (�R∞)/ω2
0 represents the relaxation rate at high

temperature. Finally, weighting the data by their uncertainties,
the fit by Eq. (3) gives an estimate of the activation tempera-
ture for this given NV center to be Ta = 6.0 ± 1.2 K.

Based on this result, we discuss the pertinence of this
model for the whole set of single NV centers. To do so, we
assume that all nanodiamonds have identical surface states.
Thus, the observed spread in the �1 relaxation rate, which
is observed in Fig. 2(b), is ascribed to a change in the
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temperature-independent interaction strength �, determined
by the NV-to-surface distance. Also, we consider the activa-
tion temperature Ta to be the same for all the nanodiamonds.
Finally, given Eq. (3), we can rewrite the ratio between the
rates at low and room temperatures as

�RT
1 /�LT

1 = exp

(
Ta

T RT
− Ta

T LT

)
. (4)

From the data and the linear fit shown in Fig. 2(b), we
thus determine an activation temperature of 3.8 ± 1.1 K. This
result, averaged over a set of 31 single NV centers, is in
good agreement with the estimated activation temperature
determined in Fig. 3 from the temperature-dependent �1 rate
measured for a single NV center. Beyond validating the model
that we introduced to explain the relaxation of NV centers in
nanodiamonds, these results provide a typical energy scale of
surface-related magnetic fluctuations in nanodiamonds.

Although the model cannot provide a conclusive proof of
the mechanisms at stake for the NV spin relaxation, their
dependence on the nanodiamond size and temperature allows
drawing a few hypotheses. Even at the lowest temperature
studied, the measured T1 time in nanodiamonds remains still
orders of magnitude smaller than the one measured in bulk
diamond. Therefore, a direct phonon process appears un-
likely to be the dominant relaxation mechanism. More likely,
the paramagnetic impurities on the diamond surface impact
the relaxation of the NV defect through the generation of
fluctuating magnetic fields. As previously discussed, a pure
dipolar coupling of these paramagnetic impurities is expected
to be temperature-independent contrary to the experimental
behavior. Alternatively, spin fluctuations of the surface para-
magnetic impurities due to their internal vibrational degrees of
freedom can account for generating random magnetic fields,
this mechanism being temperature-dependent. These surface
defects may also play the role of charge traps and lead to
magnetic noise [23] but we would then expect an activation
temperature far above our observations [27].

III. CONCLUSION

We measured the T1 time of single NV centers in nan-
odiamonds at both cryogenic and room temperatures. We
demonstrated that this relaxation time has a non-negligible
temperature-dependent component, although weak compared
to the measurements previously done for NV centers in
bulk diamond. We show that a simple activation model
describes the temperature behavior with an activation tem-
perature of a few kelvins. We attribute this effect to the
vibrational relaxation component of a bath of paramagnetic
impurities lying on the nanodiamond surface. Decreasing the
temperature further [15] could unveil other relaxation sources,
and provide clues on the actual weight of dipolar relaxation
processes, by finally accessing a temperature regime where
the relaxation rate becomes temperature independent. Be-
sides, it would be interesting to extend the present work to
study the effect of nanodiamond surface termination [28] and
of electric field noise [29] on the temperature dependence
of the longitudinal relaxation of NV centers. Similarly, in
nanodiamonds produced by chemical vapor deposition, which
present an improved surface quality [30], the study of the NV
center relaxation mechanisms could provide essential insights.
Shedding light on the spin relaxation processes at stake for
NV centers in nanodiamonds, our work opens a way to a better
understanding of the origin of diamond surface impurities.
Ultimately, the influence of these impurities on the relaxation
could be reduced using surface cleaning techniques [31] or
could be compensated using quantum control protocols [32].
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